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Non-fatal injuries: 11

Location: Port Kaituma, Guyana
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Jonestown - Wikipedia
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Overview Contents Origins Jonestown established Events in Jonestown before Rya… Deaths in Jonestown

The Peoples Temple Agricultural Project, better known by its informal name "Jonestown",
was a remote settlement established by the Peoples Temple, an American cult under the
leadership of reverend Jim Jones, in north Guyana. It became internationally notorious
when, on November 18, 1978, a total of 918 people died in the settlement, at the nearby
airstrip in Port Kaituma, and at a Temple-run building in Georgetown, Guyana's capital
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See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drinking_the_Kool-Aid

Overview Contents Background Use

"Drinking the Kool-Aid" is an expression commonly used in the United
States that refers to a person or group who goes along with a doomed or
dangerous idea because of peer pressure. The phrase often carries a
negative connotation when applied to an individual or group. It can also be
used ironically or humorously to refer to accepting an idea or changing â€¦

See more on en.wikipedia.org · Text under CC-BY-SA license

The Jonestown Massacre: The Terrifying Origin of â€¦
mentalfloss.com/article/13015/jonestown-massacre-terrifying...kool-aid
In the wake of the tragedy at Jonestown, the phrase "drink the Kool-Aid" became a ...
mentions of Kool-Aid versus Flavor Aid, 30 years after the Jonestown massacre.

Videos of jonestown kool aid
bing.com/videos

See more videos of jonestown kool aid

The Story of the Jonestown Massacre - ThoughtCo
https://www.thoughtco.com/the-jonestown-massacre-1779385
The Jonestown Massacre occurred ... The heat and humidity in Jonestown was stifling
and ... Large kettles filled with grape flavored Flavor-Aid (not Kool ...

How Jim Jones led massacre victims to 'drink the
Kool-Aid'

https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/books/2017/04/10/the-road-to...
Apr 10, 2017 · How Jim Jones led massacre victims to 'drink the Kool-Aid'
Jeff Guinn's 'The Road to Jonestown' relives the horrors of Guyana and
the Peoples Temple.

The Jonestown Massacre | HuffPost
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/adst/the-jonestown-massacre_b...
Nov 18, 2015 · The Jonestown Massacre. ... Jonestown, Guyana was the scene ... and
they would come in and he would harangue them and â€¦

The Jonestown massacre and how 918 people followed
â€¦
www.independent.co.uk › News › World › Americas
Watch video · Jonestown Massacre: How 918 people followed a cult leader to Guyana,
'drank the Kool-Aid'... and died in a single day

The Jonestown Massacre - InfoPlease
https://www.infoplease.com/ministry-terror
The Jonestown Cult Massacre by Elissa Haney. The vat containing Jones' deadly
concoction sits amid the bodies of his followers on Nov. 20, 1978.

Post Malone â€“ Jonestown (Interlude) Lyrics | Genius
Lyrics
genius.com › P › Post Malone
Jonestown (Interlude) Lyrics: It happens every time / It sounds like suicide / I'm hesitant,
but I guess I'll drink the Kool-Aid once again / It happens every time / It sounds like
suicide / I'm hesitant, but I

Leo Ryan, Jonestown: The forgotten, non-Kool-Aid â€¦
www.slate.com/blogs/crime/2013/11/18/leo_ryan_jonestown_the...
Nov 18, 2013 · On Nov. 18, 1978, 35 years ago today, more than 900 people died after
drinking poison at a failed utopian settlement in Guyana, in an incident that has ...
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Kool-Aid Man Visits
Jonestown, Guyana

YouTube · 1/8/2017 · 670
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Jonestown Cult Suicides -
The True Story -

YouTube · 5/22/2014 · 1M+
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